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SCRIPTKELL: A tool for measuring cognitive
effort and time processing in writing and

other complex cognitive activities

ANNIEPIOLAT, THIERRY OLIVE, JEAN-YVES ROUSSEY,
OLMER THUNIN, and JOHANNESC. ZIEGLER

CREPCo-CNRS and Unioersite de Provence, Aix-en-Provence, France

Wepresent SCRIPTKELL, a computer-assisted experimental tool that makes it possible to measure
the time and cognitive effort allocated to the subprocesses of writing and other cognitive activities.
SCRIPTKELL was designed to easily use and modulate Kellogg's (1986) triple-task procedure,.which
consists of a combination of three tasks: a writing task (or another task), a reaction time task (audi
tory signal detection), and a directed retrospection task (after each signal detection during writing).
Wedemonstrate how this tool can be used to address several novel empirical and theoretical issues. In
sum, SCRIPTKELL should facilitate the flexible realization of experimental designs and the investiga
tion of critical issues concerning the functional characteristics of complex cognitive activities.

To capture on-line covert processes involved in reading,
writing, learning, problem solving, reasoning, and deci
sion making, investigators often use concurrent thinking
aloud protocols and/or retrospective reports (e.g., Erics
son & Simon, 1993; Smagorinsky, 1994). In addition, the
amount ofcognitive effort associated with these mental ac
tivities can be evaluated by using reaction time (RT) tasks
(Fisk, Derrick, & Schneider, 1986-1987; Tyler, Hertel,
McCallum, & Ellis, 1979). As concerns research on writ
ing, such methods helped researchers to identify a num
ber of basic subprocesses involved in this activity, such
as planning, translating, and reviewing. However, it still
remains an important research goal to measure the degree
ofeffort and mental load associated with each subprocess
and the way in which writers successively engage in these
different subprocesses (time processing).

For this purpose, Levy and Ransdell (1994) proposed
a methodology and computer software that allowed the
investigation of on-line processes involved in writing
with a word processor. Their software makes it possible
to relate an RT measure to different writing subprocesses
(captured with concurrent verbal protocols). Thus, Levy
and Ransdell (1994) provided a powerful tool for com-
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bining verbal and think-aloud protocols "to better under
stand the time course and effort of writing processes it
self" (p. 222). In addition, their methodology allows re
searchers to evaluate the extent to which other concurrent
tasks have an effect on writing (e.g., irrelevant speech, a
visuospatial task; for a review, see Levy, 1997). Finally,
their software gives researchers information about the
speed of typing as well as the frequency, duration, and
location ofpauses (Janssen, van Waes, & van den Bergh,
1996; Ransdell, 1990). In fact, their methodology has
proven to be extremely useful and efficient for the study
of writing. However, it is limited to the study of writing,
and it cannot be easily extended to the study ofother cog
nitive activities mentioned above.

Our software, SCRIPTKELL,l was designed to mea
sure the time and cognitive effort allocated to the sub
processes of writing or other cognitive activities. In par
ticular, SCRIPTKELL "implements" Kellogg's (1988)
triple-task procedure, which consists of a combination of
three tasks: a writing task (or any other task), an RT task
(auditory signal detection), and a directed retrospection
task (after each signal detection during writing). SCRIPT
KELL differs from the above described tools in three
ways: (I) Because it is not necessarily connected to a word
processor, its use is not restricted to the analysis of writ
ing. Instead, it can also be used to study cognitive effort
and time processing in other complex cognitive activities,
such as reading, learning, problem solving, and decision
making. (2) Because SCRIPTKELL does not rely on using
a computer keyboard, our program can be used with pop
ulations that have little or no experience with typing on
a computer keyboard (e.g., children or older participants).
(3) The parameters of both added tasks (i.e., signal de-
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tection and directed retrospection) can be easily modified
as a function of the questions and problems to be stud
ied. In the following section, we describe in greater de
tail Kellogg's (1988) triple-task procedure.

KELLOGG'S TRIPLE-TASK PROCEDURE

Kellogg (1986, 1987a, 1988) proposed an experimen
tal procedure in which writers were asked to perform
three tasks: a primary task that required the composition
of a text, an RT task that required the detection of audi
tory signals, and a directed retrospection. In the context of
writing, Kellogg's triple-task procedure proceeds in the
following way: During the primary task (text composi
tion), participants hear an auditory signal about every
30 sec. They are asked to say "stop" as quickly as possi
ble whenever they detect such a signal (RT task). After
each signal detection, they are requested to perform a di
rected retrospection (i.e., to identify the mental process
in which they were engaged when they perceived the au
ditory signal). For this purpose, they choose among four
response categories (planning, translating, reviewing, or
other) by selecting one of four response keys on the com
puter keyboard. The time it takes to detect the auditory
signal and to say "stop" can be taken as a measure of the
degree of effort associated with the writing process that
was interrupted by the signal. Note that the final RT
measure is computed by subtracting the participant's RTs
from the mean baseline RTs that were measured for each
participant in a session in which the participant performed
the auditory signal detection task only.

The directed retrospection makes it possible to find
out which mental process was interrupted by the auditory
signal. That is, the writer could have been planning, trans
lating, reviewing, or thinking of something completely
different (other) when the auditory signal occurred. Thus,
by analyzing the mean frequency ofeach mental process,
the retrospective task aims at describing time processing.
As concerns the validity of the retrospection task, one
should note that participants are trained to perform cat
egorizations in this task before an experimental session.
Kellogg (1987b, pp. 277-278) provided some empirical
evidence on the validity of these categorizations. As con
cerns the important critique that retrospections are suscep
tible to omissions and reconstruction (e.g., Levy, Marek,
& Lea, 1996), one should, however,note that each directed
retrospection happens, on average, 2 or 3 sec after the
writing was interrupted by the auditory signal. Therefore,
the retrospection task differs from a retrospective report
that would only occur once the whole task has been com
pleted. Thus, some of the shortcomings of retrospective
protocols, such as omission and reconstruction, are less
likely to affect the present version ofthe retrospection task.

Using this triple-task procedure, Kellogg (1986, 1994)
investigated the degree of cognitive effort allocated to
different subprocesses as a function of the primary task
(e.g., writing, reading, chess playing, learning), the type
of text planning (e.g., rough or elaborated first draft), the
topic (familiar or unfamiliar content), the type oftext (e.g.,

story, description, argumentation), and, finally, the writing
tool (e.g., paper/pencil or word processor). A comprehen
sive review ofhis results can be found in Kellogg (1994).

In our studies, we extended Kellogg's research efforts.
First, we investigated the extent to which certain param
eters (e.g., interval between auditory signals, training of
the retrospection task) have an effect on cognitive load and
time processing (Olive, 1997; Piolat, Farioli, Olive, &
Roussey, 1996; Piolat, Roussey, Olive, & Farioli, 1996).
Second, similarly to Kellogg, we evaluated the extent to
which participant-specific or situation-specific factors
affect writing (e.g., the role ofknowledge, writing exper
tise, writing tool; Barbier, Piolat, & Roussey, 1998; Olive
& Piolat, 1997; Olive, Piolat, & Polge, 1997; Olive, Pi
olat, & Roussey, 1996, 1997; Piolat, Barbier, & Roussey,
1996; Piolat, Roussey, & Rous, 1996). After our first ex
periments conducted with a prototypical software, we de
cided to build a versatile software for future experiments
within this methodology.

Empirical Issues
In our empirical studies mentioned above, we used a sim

ple prototypical version of SCRIPTKELL. Some of the
critical issues and software limitations observed in these
studies led us to develop the present software, which allows
researchers to easily modulate Kellogg'sprocedure by spec
ifying the essential parameters and the global configuration
of the secondary tasks (e.g., duration of the training phase,
interval between auditory signals, number and nature ofre
sponse categories). SCRIPTKELL should therefore facili
tate the realization of experimental designs that may allow
us to address new questions concerning functional charac
teristics of writing and other complex cognitive activities.

In the following sections, we describe some ofour own
experiments that focused on four crucial aspects ofKel
logg's original triple-task procedure. The first aspect con
cerns the global design of the triple-task procedure, the
second aspect concerns the training of the directed ret
rospection, the third aspect concerns the design of the di
rected retrospection, and the fourth aspect concerns the
design of the RT task. We show how SCRIPTKELL can
be used to address these issues.

Design of the Triple-Task Procedure
The secondary-task RT technique (Kahneman, 1973;

Kerr, 1973; Power, 1986) is based on the principle that
participants have to simultaneously perform two tasks: a
primary task and a secondary task. Performance in one task
is typically in conflict with performance in the other task.
As a consequence, 'performance in the secondary task or
performance in both the primary task and the secondary
task will decrease. It is assumed that the secondary-task
RT technique works because the capacity of the working
memory is limited and available cognitive resources are
difficult to distribute across different tasks.

Kellogg extended the secondary-task RT technique by
adding the directed retrospection. In fact, the strength of
Kellogg's approach results from the combination of three
tasks: a writing task, an RT task (detection ofan auditory



signal), and the directed retrospection. This experimental
procedure makes it possible to measure the cognitive ef
fort related to each subprocess involved in text composi
tion (e.g., planning, translating, reviewing) and to measure
the frequency with which each subprocess is used. Note
that Kellogg's technique "samples" the processes in ques
tion only about every 30 sec, whereas the procedure by
Levy and Ransdell (1994, 1995, 1996) allows a much finer
temporal resolution (e.g., every 1 sec). However, the tem
poral resolution of Kellogg's procedure was highly suf
ficient for our purpose.

One should note that Kellogg (1994) does not argue in
terms ofcompetition between the primary and secondary
tasks in the sense that the "spare capacity not required by
the primary task such as writing will be directed to the
secondary reaction time (RT) task" (p. 54). Furthermore,
Kellogg showed that performing a secondary task, such
as directed retrospection, does not affect the writers' effi
ciency or the quality of their text composition (Kellogg,
1987a, p. 266, note 5; Kellogg, 1987b, pp. 277-278).
However, Kellogg did not explicitly compare the RTs and
quality of the written composition in a situation in which
writers perform only the primary task, as opposed to a
situation in which writers perform the primary and the
secondary tasks.

To address these issues, we included an option in
SCRIPTKELL that allows one to choose between a dual
task situation and a triple-task situation. The dual-task
situation consists of either the writing task plus the RT
task or the writing task plus the directed retrospection.
The triple-task situation includes all three tasks. This op
tion was used to test the validity of Kellogg's procedure
by comparing the RTs of a group of 20 participants who
performed the triple-task procedure with those of a
group who performed the writing and the RT tasks only
(Pio1at, Farioli, et al.,1996; Piolat, Roussey, & Rous,
1996). Theme of the text and experimental conditions
(e.g., number ofthe auditory signals, interval between au
ditory signals, instructions) were similar to those ofKel
logg (1988). Results showed that there was no significant
difference between the two groups in terms of cognitive
effort [triple task, mean RT = 393 msec; double task, mean
RT = 350 msec; F(1,33) = 1.109, n.s.; cf. Piolat, Roussey,
& Rous, 1996, p. 345]. Therefore, at this point, we have no
empirical evidence that performing the directed retro
spection immediately after the RT task influences the
mental load associated with the writing task.

In a second line of research, Barbier et al. (1998) and
Piolat, Barbier, & Roussey (1996) observed that high
school students (about 15 years old) were slower in the
RT task when writing in a foreign language than when
writing in their native language. Therefore, Kellogg's
procedure seems to be sensitive to measure variations in
cognitive effort when participants are asked to write in a
language other than their native language. In addition,
we noticed that students, like many adults in previous re
search, experienced some difficulties for labeling their
mental processes in the directed retrospection (they fre-
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quently used the label other). The exaggerated use ofthis
category seems to reflect participants' difficulty in iden
tifying the specific process they were engaged in when
being interrupted by the auditory signal. Using our option
ofa dual-task procedure (writing task plus RT task) would
be an appropriate way to investigate whether the language
dependent RT differences mentioned above persist when
participants do not have to perform the apparently more
difficult directed retrospection.

In sum, it seems necessary that researchers who use
the triple-task procedure have the possibility to control
for the effect of each additional task. We are currently in
vestigating the impact of the RT task on the writing pro
cess by comparing a triple-task situation with a dual-task
situation that only includes the writing task and the di
rected retrospection (i.e., when the beep is given, the par
ticipant does not perform the speeded auditory detection
task but simply selects a key corresponding to the inter
rupted process before going back to the primary writing
task). Finally, SCRIPTKELL may provide an appropriate
tool for studying the acquisition of expertise of novice
writers for whom the conscious collection of the mental
processes presents a major challenge (Scardamalia &
Bereiter, 1991).

Training of the Directed Retrospection
Kellogg (1986, 1987a, 1988, 1994) gives little infor

mation about how writers were trained to perform the di
rected retrospection task. Typically,the training phase lasts
about 20 min and contains

(a) instructions that define and give examples of the writ
ing processes, (b) sample situations where a fictitious
businessman thinks aloud while writing letters and his
thoughts (in written form) are categorized by the experi
menter as planning, translating, reviewing, or unrelated,
and (c) a test situation where the participant makes such
categorizations and is provided feedback from the experi
menter. The unrelated category was for all thoughts that
did not fit planning, translating, or reviewing (e.g., day
dreaming about school). (Kellogg, 1988, p. 356)

Apparently, Kellogg's (1987b, 1994) adult partici-
pants had no difficulty categorizing a set of think-aloud
protocols and performing a directed retrospection. Since
our writers frequently showed some difficulties in label
ing their mental activity in the directed retrospection, we
investigated the role oftraining for successful performance
in this task. Two groups of 20 participants were tested.
The first group received Kellogg's original training. The
second group received two training sessions. The first
session was a group discussion (lasting 3 h) in which par
ticipants were confronted with their usual way ofwriting
and learned to label their writing processes according to
Kellogg's categories. In the second session, I week later,
they obtained Kellogg's original training (Piolat, Farioli,
et al., 1996; Piolat, Roussey, & Rous, 1996).

The results showed that each group significantly dif
fered in the use of different writing subprocesses [Kel
logg's training group, planning = 29%, translating = 45%,
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reviewing = 19%, F(2,36) = 11.6,p < .001; high-training
group, planning = 25%, translating = 46%, reviewing =
22%, F(2,36) = 16.293, p < .0001; cf. Piolat, Roussey,
& Rous, 1996, p. 346]. However, the two groups did not
significantly differ in the use of the different writing sub
processes. However, writers who received the more elabo
rated training were slower in the RT task (624 msec) than
were writers who were trained according to Kellogg's
original procedure [393 msec; F(I,33) = 12.86,p < .002;
cf. Piolat, Roussey, & Rous, 1996, p. 345]. This result
suggests that the more elaborated training increases par
ticipants' effort in writing, which translates into longer
RTs for this group. It is also interesting to look at a second
RT measure that is automatically recorded by SCRIPT
KELL: the time it takes for participants to choose among
the response categories (writing, planning, reviewing, or
other). Although there is some systematic change in this
variable, Kellogg never considered this potential source
of information. In our study, writers who received the more
elaborated training were significantly faster in choosing
the labels in the directed retrospection than were writers
who were less extensively trained [1.2 vs. 1.85 sec;
F(l ,33) = 16.09,p < .0003]. This result is important be
cause it suggests that focusing on a particular task (here,
the directed retrospection with increased training) may
change the cognitive effort devoted to the other tasks (for
similar objections, see Fisk et aI., 1986-1987). In such
cases, the participant may have only a small margin in
allocating his or her resources to each of the three tasks
and does so on the basis ofa subjective evaluation of the
experimenter's demands (cf. the notion of"cognitive bal
ance" in Glynn, Britton, Muth, & Dogan, 1982).

Design of the Directed Retrospection
Concurrent and retrospective protocols have provided

a major tool for uncovering processes in complex cogni
tive activities. The debate over the relative advantages and
inconveniences ofeach type ofprotocol is far from being
resolved (cf. Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Smagorinsky,
1994). Recent work (Janssen et aI., 1996; Levy et aI., 1996)
has criticized the directed retrospection method for
being more intrusive and reactive than concurrent think
aloud protocols and for being limited to the a priori the
oretically defined categories. However, it should be ac
knowledged that, within the framework ofthe triple-task
procedure, retrospection is performed very quickly (lor
2 sec after the speeded auditory signal detection by se
lecting and pressing one ofthe responses keys). Therefore,
it can be assumed that retrospection occurs during writing
and not once the writing process is completed. It therefore
seems that forgetting and reconstruction are less likely to
bias the retrospection in the present setup.

Although we agree with some of the criticism concern
ing retrospective methods, two points should be made in
their defense. First, even if the retrospection is subject to
forgetting and omission, this would still affect the differ
ent experimental conditions in very much the same way.
However, because we are interested in the role of specific

experimental manipulations, a systematic bias that affects
all experimental conditions is less worrisome. Second,
being less time consuming and requiring less technical
equipment, the directed retrospection is probably more
economical than Levy and Ransdell's technique.

An important design feature of the present implemen
tation of the retrospection task is the possibility to mod
ify the number and the content of response categories de
pending on the cognitive activity under investigation and
the particular research question. In fact, some studies used
up to 15 response categories (Levy et aI., 1996; Schu
macher, Klare, Cronin, & Moses, 1984). Moreover, to sup
port the development of more fine-grained theoretical
descriptions of the processes involved in writing (e.g.,
Brown, McDonald, Brown, & Carr, 1988; Hayes, 1996;
Kellogg, 1996), researchers should not be restricted to
using only the same three or four response categories as
in Kellogg's original retrospection. In the following sec
tions, we give some examples about how changing some
characteristics of the directed retrospection method al
lows researchers to address a number of critical issues.

In an unpublished study (Piolat & Roussey, 1993),
writers were asked to correct an unfinished text that con
tained either local surface errors or more global content
errors. Before the experimental session, participants were
trained to perform a directed retrospection using six labels
(reading to comprehend text, readingfor problem detec
tion, detecting a problem, diagnosing a problem, search
ingfor a correction, and revising). These labels charac
terize the revision process according to Hayes, Flower,
Schriver, Stratman, and Carey (1987). Thus, the number
and the nature of response categories were adapted to
match the primary task (i.e., improving the surface or the
semantic coherence ofa text). The results showed that the
cognitive effort allocated to improving the semantic co
herence of the text was larger than the one allocated for
improving the surface ofthe text [respectively, 1,097 and
751 msec; F(l,36) = 7.4,p:5 .01]. In addition, the pro
cesses related to text comprehension (reading for com
prehension, reading for problem detection, detecting and
diagnosing a problem) were more demanding than those
related to production (searching and making the correc
tion). Moreover, writers engaged more frequently in com
prehension than in production processes. It seems that
investigations ofthis kind can greatly improve our under
standing of the processes involved in writing.

In yet another line of research (Barbier et al., 1998;
Piolat, Barbier, & Roussey, 1996), students composed
text in either their native or a foreign language. After each
detection of an auditory signal, they were asked to label
their mental activity by choosing one of six response cat
egories: (l) I was paying attention to spelling, (2) I was
paying attention to word choice, (3) I was paying attention
to grammar, (4) I was paying attention to ideas, (5) I was
paying attention to text organization, or (6) I was paying
attention to other things. Although the students had a
difficult time performing the directed retrospection (see
above), results showed that the label I was paying attention



to word choice was more frequently chosen in the foreign
language than in the native language. In contrast, the op
tion I was paying attention to ideas was more frequently
chosen in the native language than in the foreign lan
guage. These results indicate that language expertise and
familiarity have a direct effect on the extent to which var
ious writing processes are used. As in the research de
scribed above, the possibility ofmodifying the number and
nature of response categories seems to open interesting
venues for future research.

A final issue concerning the retrospection task is re
lated to the questionable assumption according to which
the different writing subprocesses are activated in a serial
and recursive way. Hayes and Flower (1980) argued that
writers engage recursively in processes, such as planning,
translating, and reviewing. Research on patterns oftran
sitional probability matrices, also referred to as writing
signatures, can also be taken as further evidence for the
recursive nature of writing processes (see Levy, 1997;
Levy & Ransdell, 1994). Kellogg (1987a, 1988) indicated
in the description ofhis experimental procedure that writ
ers should choose, among all mental processes, the one
that appears the most dominant at the time the auditory
signal occurs. Kellogg (1994, 1996) admitted that some
processes may be fairly complex and difficult to classify
into only three categories. This complexity may stem from
writers' capacity to engage in several subprocesses in par
allel. For example, Levy et al. (1996, p. 548) showed that
8% ofconcomitant protocols concerned at least two pro
cesses. SCRIPTKELL allows researchers to test some of
these issues by providing them with the possibility to freely
change and extend the number and the nature of the ret
rospective options.

Design of the RT Task
A further constraint of Kellogg's procedure is the

choice of the time interval with which the auditory sig
nal interrupts the writing process. Kellogg (1987a, 1988)
did not justify the choice of a particular interval. For ex
ample, in Kellogg's (1988) Experiment I, the interval be
tween two auditory signals, in which the participant was
also asked to make the retrospection, was 60 sec. However,
in Experiment 2 of the same study, it was reduced to an
average ono sec (ranging from 15to 45 sec to avoid an an
ticipation of the auditory signal).

In recent studies (Olive, 1997; Piolat, Farioli, et aI.,
1996; Piolat, Roussey, & Rous, 1996), we addressed the
question ofwhether the choice ofa particular interruption
interval affects the cognitive effort and the activation of
different subprocesses involved in text composition. The
design included three groups: (1) short interval (auditory
signal every 15 sec varying between 10 and 20 sec),
(2) average interval (every 30 sec varying between 15 and
45 sec), and (3) long interval (every 60 sec varying be
tween 45 and 75 sec). Note that the average interval was
the one used in the studies by Kellogg.

Results showed that the use of different writing sub
processes was not significantly affected by variations of
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the interruption interval (slow cadence, planning = 33%,
translating = 41%, reviewing = 20%; Kellogg's cadence,
planning = 29%, translating = 45%, reviewing = 19%; fast
cadence, planning = 36%, translating = 43%, reviewing =
17%; cf. Piolat, Roussey, Olive, & Farioli, 1996, p. 345).
In contrast, RTs in the detection task were significantly
longer in both the short-interval group and the long-in
terval group than in the average-interval group [slow ca
dence, 525 msec; Kellogg's cadence, 393 msec; fast ca
dence, 502 msec; F(2,54) = 3.98,p < .025]. In the long
interval group, a rating after the actual experiment also
revealed three interesting patterns: (1) Writers in this
group were little disturbed by the auditory signal; (2) they
remained focused on the primary task; and (3) they reacted
more slowly to the auditory signal. There seemed to be
little competition between the primary and secondary
tasks. However, in the short-interval group, writers indi
cated that they were very disturbed by the frequent inter
ruptions and the competition between the primary and sec
ondary tasks. They seemed to neglect the secondary task
(long RTs) in favor of the primary writing task. Although
ratings in the average-interval condition were almost iden
tical to those in the short-interval condition, RTs in the
secondary task were shortest in the average-interval con
dition. It seems that, in the average-interval condition,
writers were able to perform simultaneously and effi
ciently both the primary task and the secondary task. Note
that the three experimental groups did not significantly
differ in terms of the quality (in the sense of Kellogg) of
the written composition. Thus, it seems that varying the
interval between auditory signals affects the distribution
of attentional resources across the different tasks.

Without interpreting these results any further (cf.
Olive, 1997; Piolat, Farioli, et aI., 1996; Piolat, Roussey,
& Rous, 1996), it seems that the choice of the interrup
tion interval provides a major constraint of Kellogg's
procedure. It is clear that the choice of the interruption
interval may affect writers' performance as a function of
writing expertise: The younger or less experienced the
writer, the higher the probability that critical interrup
tion intervals produce what is often referred to as the
cognitive overload during writing (Glynn et aI., 1982;
Hayes & Flower, 1980). Together, the above-mentioned
studies underline the importance of being able to freely
modify the interruption interval in SCRIPTKELL.

HOW TO USE SCRIPTKELL

The program SCRIPTKELL runs on a Macintosh
(system 7.0 or higher). It is programmed in HyperTalk
(English version) in a HyperCard 2.1 environment. The
SCRIPTKELL folder contains the program and two addi
tional folders: (I) Parameters and (2) Experimental Data.

Configuration of the Experimental Procedure
When SCRIPTKELL is started, the program displays

a window that allows the experimenter to specify the entire
configuration (e.g., tasks, parameters, response keys, au-
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Figure 1. Main window of SCRIPTKELL that allows the experimenter to specify the global configuration
of an experiment.

ditory signals, writing time) for any given experiment.
By default, the program gives the values ofthe parameters
that had been used in the previous session. This config
uration window is presented in Figure I.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the configuration window
allows the experimenter to choose and specify the sec
ondary tasks, the baseline RT task, the writing RT task,
and the retrospection. In the baseline RT task, participants
perform the auditory signal detection only. In the writing
RT task, they perform the auditory signal detection dur
ing a writing session. In the retrospection, they are asked
to label the subprocesses they engaged in when being in
terrupted. The selected parameters are saved in a file that
is located in the Parameters folder. Parameters can be re
activated and reused at any time (see Save and Load pa
rameters). In the upper left corner of the configuration
window, the program displays a HELP function that con
tains a detailed description ofall possible choices. In the
upper right corner, the program displays the selected ex
perimental procedure. In the lower right corner, the ex
periment can be started after having specified the partic
ipant's identification number. The following sections
describe the major choices.

Baseline RT task. In the baseline RT task, participants
are presented only with a number of auditory signals
(beeps) that they have to detect as rapidly as possible. This
task measures the RT baseline of each participant against

which the RTs in the double- or triple-task procedure can
be compared. As can be seen in Figure I, the interval be
tween beeps needs to be specified. For this purpose, the
experimenter enters the longest interval and the shortest
interval between two beeps (Kellogg, 1987a, 1988, often
used an interval between 5 and 15 sec). Within this inter
val, the program distributes the beeps in a pseudorandom
fashion. The experimenter also needs to specify the total
number ofbeeps (Kellogg typically used 30) and the num
ber of final beeps that is used to calculate the baseline RT
(Kellogg typically used the latest 25). Speeded responses
are given by pushing the button of the computer mouse.
RTs are measured to the nearest millisecond.

Writing RT task. Two options are available for de
termining writing time. Either the experimenter selects
the option Limited writing time and then specifies the du
ration of the writing task or the experimenter selects the
option Free writing time. In this case, the participants can
compose as long as they want. In both cases, the experi
menter also defines a key with which participants termi
nate the program when they have completed the primary
writing task ("@" in Figure I).

Participants sometimes fail to detect a beep (omissions).
To handle such omissions, the experimenter can activate
one of two options: New beep or Reminder. If the option
New beep is selected, the experimenter chooses a delay
interval (in seconds), after which the program emits a
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Figure 2. Window that allows the experimenter to specify the number, labels, and response categories ofthe
retrospection task.

new beep in case the participant fails to respond. In this
case, the RT corresponding to the new beep, but not the
one corresponding to the omission, is taken into consid
eration. If the option Reminder is selected, the experi
menter also chooses a delay. If the participant has not re
acted until the delay has elapsed, the program emits a
reminder (warning beep), and the actual trial continues
(no new beep is emitted). The warning beep itself can be
modified by clicking on the option Reminder sound.

Directed retrospection. In the directed retrospection,
participants are asked to choose one or several categories
that best reflect what they were doing when being inter
rupted by the beep. By clicking on the option Define la
bels, the experimenter has access to a second window
that is presented in Figure 2.

In this window, the experimenter specifies the number
ofresponse categories (maximum of 12). In addition, the
response categories are labeled (e.g., planning, translat
ing, revising, other) and specific keys are assigned to each
category.

Back in the configuration window (Figure I), the ex
perimenter specifies the key with which the participant
terminates the retrospection. If participants can choose
more than one response category at any given trial, then
the experimenter indicates the number of maximum re-

sponses in the corresponding field. In the case ofmultiple
response choices, participants push the End key to indi
cate that they finished the retrospection and that they
continue composing.

Occasionally, participants may forget to perform the
directed retrospection. For such cases, the program offers
several options: (I) If the option New beep is activated
and participants fail to perform the retrospection before
a deadline (specified by the experimenter) has elapsed,
then the program initiates a new beep/retrospection trial.
The trial that includes the omitted retrospection is not
taken into consideration. (2) If the option Next trial is ac
tivated and participants fail to perform the retrospection
before the deadline, then the program initiates the next
beep/retrospection trial. The incomplete trial is neither
repeated nor taken into consideration. (3) If the option Re
minder is activated, the program emits a warning beep, and
the actual trial continues.

Data Recording and Analysis
SCRIPTKELL automatically records and analyzes the

different dependent variables of Kellogg's procedure
(e.g., number of reactions, frequency ofcategory choices,
mean RTs, mean difference scores). These data are saved
in a text file that is located in the Experimental Data folder.
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When this text file is opened with Microsoft ExceJ,2 the
results are organized into different cells of a spreadsheet
with corresponding mean values and standard deviations.

In the first section of the spreadsheet, summary infor
mation about the participant and the experiment is given,
such as the participant's name and identification and the
date and time at which the experiment started. In the sec
ond section, the parameters and the results of the base
line task are given (i.e., the interval between beeps, the
number of beeps that was used for the computation of
the RTs, individual RTs, and the mean baseline RT). The
third section deals with the overall results. The program
gives the relevant parameters and the total number ofre
sponses. All responses are then listed in chronological
order along with their corresponding measures: the time
since the beginning ofthe composition, the time since the
last beep, the RT corresponding to the auditory signal de
tection, the difference score (each RT minus the mean
baseline RT), the subprocess identified during the directed
retrospection task, and the designation time. In addition,
mean RTs, mean difference scores, and mean designa
tion times are given along with their standard deviations.
In a fourth section, the data are broken down as a function
of the categories that were selected in the retrospection
(i.e., as a function of the identified subprocesses). Finally,
in order to investigate changes in performance over time,
the total writing time is broken down into three and four
equally long parts, and all analyses are provided sepa
rately for each part.

CONCLUSIONS

SCRIPTKELL is a computer-assisted tool that allows
researchers to efficiently use Kellogg's triple-task proce
dure to measure the time and effort allocated to the sub
processes of writing other complex cognitive activities.
As we have shown, some of the theoretical and method
ological issues in the field of writing may be addressed
by modulating Kellogg's original procedure (e.g., the
global configuration, the training phase, the interval be
tween auditory signals, the number and nature of the cat
egories used in the directed retrospection).

Because the number and nature of retrospective cate
gories can be freely selected as a function of the cogni
tive activity under investigation and the particular re
search question, SCRIPTKELL is not limited to writing
tasks; it can also be used to study other cognitive tasks in
different areas of investigation. For example, it could be
possible to use SCRIPTKELL for analyzing the cognitive
effort and the sequence of mental processes when par
ticipants are confronted with text reading, problem solv
ing, reasoning, or decision making (e.g., Britton & Tesser,
1982). Therefore, SCRIPTKELL may offer interesting
new ways for studying how individual characteristics
(skills, knowledge, working memory span, age, etc.) affect
mental processes involved in several higher level tasks.

Availability
A copy of SCRIPTKELL can be obtained without

charge from the first author (e-mail: piolat@newsup.
univ-mrs.fr).
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NOTES

1. SCRIPT is used in French in the sense of "scenario" (i.e., a se
quence of actions); KELL refers to "Kellogg."

2. Note that HyperCard uses the point as decimal separator. It should
be verified that EXCEL also uses the point as separator. If not, this
mode can be changed in the number file of the control panel.
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